Homogenizing alcoholism treatment across Europe.
Alcohol treatment ideologies and goals vary in different countries of Europe and have been influenced by cultures and drinking patterns. From the traditional high-consumption wine countries of Southern Europe to the spirit drinking North European countries. However, due to the natural course of alcoholism, long-term alcohol dependent patients share common features independent from initial drinking patterns and cultural influences. This makes populations' characteristics and the result of treatment comparable within Europe, even though treatment approaches and selection of patients vary in different countries. Clinical trials using common measures for outcome of intervention have been performed in the last ten years in several countries of Europe. Outcome has been measured not only with the traditional definition of abstinence (or other drinking end-points), but also in terms of the subjective impact of disease and treatments on patients' lives. The discovery that different types of supportive therapies (alone or in combination with medications) do have positive influences on the progress of the alcoholic disease, improving the patients' quality of life (QoL) in all countries of Europe, shed a light of optimism on what, until recently, was considered an untreatable disease. From the age when alcohol treatment outcomes were incorrectly measured and barely comparable because of different populations (especially from the USA), scarce description of intervention and goals of treatment, a great progress has been reached, in recent years, with new methodologies applied in Europe in clinical trials dealing with populations of alcoholics. Therapies do work in improving their well-being status and life expectancy in all countries of Europe.